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BOOK REVIEWS

The remainder of the book consists of 24 articles illustrating the topics referred to
in the first part. Two of these articles are summaries by the author on " Generalized
homology and cohomology theories " and on " Complex cobordism " written specially
for this book. Six others are taken from unpublished lecture notes, etc., which
students may have difficulty in obtaining. These include the paper " On the construction FK " by J. W. Milnor and the notes of lectures by A. Dold and E. Dyer
given at the Colloquium on Algebraic Topology, Aarhus, 1962.
I am less certain of the value of reprinting the remaining 16 articles all of which
appeared in major journals and should be readily available to anyone with access to a
University Library.
M. 3. TOMKINSON

HINDLEY, J. R., LERCHER, B., and SELDIN, J. P., Introduction to Combinatory Logic
(London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 7, Cambridge University Press,
1972), 170 pp., £2.
The authors devote an introductory chapter t o lambda-conversion, presenting a
modified version of Church's treatment. They then introduce the notion of a combinator and establish the basic structure used in the rest of the book. The connection
between lambda-conversion and combinators is clearly indicated.
The natural numbers are then presented as sequences of combinators and Kleene's
results showing the relation between combinatory and partially recursive functions are
described with minor modifications. The authors then show how an analogue of
Church's undecidability result can be constructed in combinatory logic.
The notion of extensional equality for combinators is then introduced and used to
show the exact equivalence of lambda-conversion and the theory of combinators.
Strong reduction for combinators is then defined and the Church-Rosser theorem is
proved for this relation.
The next stage in the development of the subject is to show how combinators can
be interpreted as set-theoretical functions. This requires the introduction of a theory
of types and two ways in which this can be done are described. It is then shown how
a formal logic based on combinators can be developed. The book concludes by showing how Godel functions of finite type can be treated combinatorially.
This is a well-written text giving an up-to-date account of the present state of the
art in Combinatory Logic. The only aspect of the subject which the authors have not
covered is the application to programming languages but references to recent papers
are given for any reader who wishes to explore the topic further.
M. T. PARTIS

KLINE, MORRIS, Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern Times (Oxford
University Press, 1973), xvii+1238 pp., £12.
In this imposing volume Professor Kline, well known for several books aimed at
the general mathematical reader, ranges with easy mastery over an immense field,
presenting a panoramic view of the evolution of mathematics from Babylonian,
Egyptian and Greek times up to the first decades of the present century. As might be
expected from the title, the emphasis is more on exposition than in many conventional
histories of the subject. The arrangement is roughly chronological; in general
the mathematical themes selected for treatment are not traced from their origins, but
are taken at the stage or stages when they have attained sufficient maturity to influence
the main stream of development; thus several topics recur at different periods. The

